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Carmen Lopez can only imagine what the sea looks
like, but the blind 21-year-old Spaniard is in her
element riding the surf. Guided by instinct and sig-

nals whistled by her coach, Lopez has been training hard
to become Spain’s first blind female athlete to enter the
World Adaptive Surfing Championship in La Jolla,
California, yesterday. “The sea is where I feel peace and
freedom, as if it were where I’m supposed to be,” she said
sitting on her surfboard after an hour and a half of wave-
riding practice in the Bay of Biscay in northern Spain.

“I’m not different from other surfers,” said Lopez,
who was born with congenital glaucoma and lost her
vision completely when she was a child. In its fourth
edition, the La Jolla event for surfers with disabilities
features its first team competition for visually-impaired
female athletes, with Lopez representing Spain. Blind
surfers such as Lopez’ countryman Aitor Francesena or
Brazilian Derek Rabelo have achieved legendary status
in the sport, and Lopez, who only took up surfing a few
months ago, is aiming high. After the La Jolla tourna-
ment, organised by the International  Surf ing
Association (ISA), Lopez aims to compete in the 2024
Paralympic Games in Paris. ISA has been campaigning
to make adaptive surfing a Paralympic sport.

Lopez has also practiced figure-skating and horse-
riding and her coach and friend Lucas Garcia praised
her natural balance and instinct. Garcia, who swims next
to Lopez when she surfs, is her ‘eyes’ when it comes to

telling her about a wave coming up. “A single whistle
means the wave is coming on her right side, and a dou-
ble whistle, on her left side,” he said, likening the signals
to the way dolphins communicate. Lopez wants to
encourage others with disabilities to challenge their
limitations, live a full life and perhaps try out radical
sports. — Reuters

Blind Spanish surfer says sea
sets her free, goes for world title

Carmen Lopez Garcia is
watched by her coach
Lucas Garcia during train-
ing at Salinas beach.
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Carmen Lopez Garcia, Spain’s first blind female surfer who is to participate in the ISA
World Adaptive Surfing Championship, poses before training at Salinas beach.
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As Taiwan’s economy stagnates, claw crane
arcades where customers lower a grabber to try
to pick up a prize from a glass box are booming

as affordable entertainment, while operators see them
as a way to make a fast buck. According to official fig-
ures, there is one claw crane outlet for every two con-
venience stores in Taiwan, with the number more than
doubling last year to become the fourth largest tax
income source in the entertainment industry. The con-
cept is simple-for as little as TW$10 ($0.33), customers
manually lower a metal claw into a pile of prizes, which
are usually soft toys, but can also include electronic
gadgets and fashion accessories.

Some claw machines stand in the corner of neighbor-
hood grocery stores, while others sit in rows in brightly
lit arcades spread out in residential and entertainment
districts alike. A whole culture has built up around the
craze-enthusiasts give online tutorials on how to most
effectively maneuver the claw while other websites are
devoted to swapping toy prizes.  For Albee Chou, 34,
playing the crane machine in her neighborhood arcade in
Taipei is a cheap way to find a gift for her daughter. A
skilled player, she quickly picks up a few Hello Kitty stor-
age boxes.   “It’s actually cheaper than buying from a
shop. Plus, it’s more fun,” said Chou.

Good investment 
The toy claw evolved from “digger” machines in 1930s

America. The early versions were purely mechanical in
design and picked up candy.  A more sophisticated elec-
tric version quickly spread to Asia in the late 1970s and

the last few years have seen a surge in popularity in
Taiwan and South Korea. With salaries failing to keep up
with the cost of living in Taiwan, players see the machines
as inexpensive entertainment while operators consider
them an effective investment. Vendors usually look for a
good location and stock it with claw machines, which in
turn are subleased to individual operators. 

Nick Chang, 31, leased two claw machines inside a
recently opened arcade in a Taipei residential district.
Like most neighborhood arcades, the 40 toy claws inside
are sublet to various owners who then stock them with
toys of their choice. Rental fees for each console range
between TW$3000 in this arcade to TW$10,000 in busy
entertainment districts.  Chang has stocked his claw
machine with Japanese action figures. “I don’t have to be
in the shop 24 hours a day which means I can keep my
full-time job,” said Chang who works as a magazine pho-
tographer. 

He makes around TW$10,000 monthly profit per
machine which is more than most operators. The average
monthly revenue for a machine is only about TW$5000,
but with Taiwan’s average monthly income including
bonuses stuck at TW$50,000, many feel it is a decent
return. 

“I make more because I am constantly looking for
cheaper sources for my toys and I have many returning
customers,” said Chang. Finding the right prize can be
key-Ken Chuang, 38, has a claw machine inside the same
arcade as Chang. Once he stocked it with underwear
resembling Calvin Klein briefs, and found it emptied after
two hours. “Someone must have thought they were the
real thing!” he laughed.

Adrenaline rush 
There are more than 100 Facebook pages in Taiwan

dedicated to claw machines with tens of thousands of
members who share their experiences and tips on the lat-
est trends and swap merchandise. The craze has even
prompted Taiwan’s Central Bank to announce that it will
issue more TW$10 coins in 2019 to meet demand
sparked by the game.  

Lo Chi-fu, a radio presenter who hosts a financial pro-
gram, says young people are particularly drawn to sup-
plementing poor incomes and often club together with
friends to lease a machine, though he feels the number of
machines in Taiwan markets has reached saturation point.
But for some it’s simply about the buzz of playing.
Restaurant worker Steven Wu, in his twenties, has just
spent six hours playing and admits he has spent “quite a
lot”. “It’s like winning the lottery,” he tells AFP. “The thrill
when the prize falls into the chute.” — AFP

Everyone’s a winner: 
Taiwan’s claw crane craze


